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We show that when n=1 and 2, the scattering operators are well-defined in the
whole energy space for nonlinear KleinGordon and Schro dinger equations in
R1+n with nonlinearity |u| p&1 u, p>1+4n. Such results have been known only for
n3.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the scattering theory in the energy space for
nonlinear KleinGordon equations (NLKG):
gu+m2u+|u| p&1 u=0, (1.1)
and for nonlinear Schro dinger equations (NLS):
iu* &2u+|u| p&1 u=0, (1.2)
where u=u(t, x), (t, x) # R1+n, u* =ut, g=2t &2, m>0, n2 and
p>1+4n. We will prove that the wave operators and the scattering
operators for (1.1) and for (1.2) are well-defined and bijective in the whole
energy space E (for NLKG, E=H1L2 and for NLS, E=H1). It is well
known that there exist injective wave operators defined everywhere in E.
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So, the main problem is the surjectivity, which means the asymptotic com-
pleteness of the wave operators. Such results are known in the case where
n3 and p>1+4n, in the case of small energy data and, in the NLS
case, in certain function spaces smaller than the energy space (see, e.g.,
[410, 1517]). But, as far as the author knows, no result is known for the
scattering in the whole energy space when n2. In particular, this is the
first result on the large data scattering of NLKG for n2, which was left
as one of the major open problems in [14, p. 247]. The arguments of this
paper are similar to that in [12], where the scattering was obtained for
NLKG with H1-critical nonlinearity for n3. The difficulty for n2
consists mainly in the two points: the breakdown of the Morawetz estimate
and the unintegrability of the time decay order of the free equations. We
overcome the first difficulty by certain variants of the Morawetz estimate
with space-time weights. Such estimates seem to have first appeared in
[11] for n3. Moreover, we do not need the integrability of the time
decay order if we use the argument of ‘‘separation of localized energy,’’
which was invented by Bourgain [3] and was used also in [12].
2. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
In this section, we introduce several notations and conventions. In order
to state the results and the proofs in a unified way for both NLKG and
NLS, we use several notations whose meanings differ depending on
whether we are considering NLKG or NLS. As usual, we denote by C
auxiliary positive constants, and sometimes write as C(a, b, ...) to indicate
that the constant depends only on a, b, ... and that the dependence is con-
tinuous (we will use this convention for constants which are not denoted
by ‘‘C ’’). We fix n and p, and so we ignore the dependence of the constants
on n and p. We denote by B_q, r the usual inhomogeneous Besov spaces (see,
e.g., [1]). We will use the following space-time norms. We will sometimes
abbreviate them as ‘‘ST-norms.’’
(B; I ) :=L(I; B&_, (R
n)), (X; I ) :=Lq(I_Rn),
(K; I ) :=L\(I; B_K\, 2(R
n)), (K ; I ) :=L\ (I; B_K\ , 2(R
n)), (2.1)
(Y; I ) :=Lq(I; B_Y\, 2(R
n)), (Y ; I ) :=Lqp(I; B_Y\ , 2(R
n)),
where \=(2n+4)n, 1\+1\ =1, ( p&1)q+1\=1\ , _=\(2q), _Y=
n\&nq and
_K={12,1,
in the NLKG case,
in the NLS case.
(2.2)
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The condition that p>1+4n is equivalent to that q>\. We will some-
times omit the interval I in (2.1). For simplicity, we set m=1 for NLKG.
Then the equation is
gu+u+|u| p&1 u=0 (NLKG). (2.3)
We fix a smooth cut-off function h satisfying
h # C(R), 0h1, h(t)={1,0,
t1,
t0.
(2.4)
Denote by F.=.~ the Fourier transform of . and define the Littlewood
Paley dyadic decomposition:
j :=F&1h(2&2& j |!| ) # S(Rn),
.j :=j&j&1 # S(Rn) for j # N, (2.5)
.0 :=0 .
We define the energy and several related quantites.
f (u) :=|u| p&1 u, F(u) :=
2
p+1
|u| p+1,
G(u) :=R(u f (u))&F(u)=\1& 2p+1+ |u| p+1
|u| p+1
2
,
eL(u; t) :={ |u* |
2+|{u|2+|u|2,
|{u| 2+|u|2,
in the NLKG case,
in the NLS case,
(2.6)
eN(u) :=eL(u)+F(u),
EL(u; t) :=|
Rn
eL(u; t) dx, EN(u; t) :=|
Rn
eN(u; t) dx,
where {u=(ux1 , ..., uxn). EN is a conserved quantity for NLKG and
NLS, and EL is a conserved quantity for the free equations. Denote
(a) :=- 1+|a|2. Denote for any function .,
.(|) :=F&1.((!) ) F,
(2.7)
.(2) :=F&1.(&|!|2) F.
Using these notations, we define
U(t) :={|
&1 sin |t,
&ie&i2t,
in the NLKG case,
in the NLS case.
(2.8)
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Then the integral equations associated to NLKG and NLS are respectively
u(t)=U4 (t) u(0)+U(t) u* (0)&|
t
0
U(t&s) f (u((s)) ds, (2.9)
u(t)=iU(t) u(0)&|
t
0
U(t&s) f (u(s)) ds. (2.10)
3. BASIC ESTIMATES ON ST-NORMS
In this section we collect basic and well-known estimates on the space-
time norms introduced in the previous section. By the Sobolev embedding,
we have for any j # N,
&u&(B)C &u&L t(H 1) , &u&(X)C &u&(Y) , (3.1)
&.j V u&(B)C2&_j &u&L t (H1) .
By the Sobolev embedding and the well-known nonlinear estimates for the
Besov norms (see, e.g., [9, Lemma 3.1]), we have
& f (u)&(K )C &u&(K) &u& p&1(X) , (3.2)
& f (u)& f (v)&(Y )C &u&v&(Y) (&u&(Y)+&v&(Y)) p&1. (3.3)
By the complex interpolation and the Sobolev embedding, we have
&u&(X)C &u&\q(K) &u&
1&\q
(B) , (3.4)
&u&(Y)C &u&1&2\(X) &u&
2q
(K) &u&
2\&2q
L t
 (H 1) . (3.5)
We have the following decay estimate for U(t) (see, e.g., [9])
&U(t) .&B 0\, 2C |t|
&+ &.&B 0\ , 2 , (3.6)
where +=n(12&1\)=1+1q& pq. So, by the HardyLittlewoodSobolev
inequality, we have for any T>0,
"|
t
0
U(t&s) v(s) ds"(Y; (0, T )) C "|
t
0
|t&s|&+ &v(s)&B _Y\ , 2 ds"Lq (0, T )
C &v&(Y ; (0, T )) . (3.7)
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Denote
eqL(u) :={gu+u,iu* &2u,
in the NLKG case,
in the NLS case.
(3.8)
Then, by the Strichartz estimate (see, e.g., [4, 9]), we have for any t>0,
EL(u; t)12+&u&(K; (0, t))+&u&(X; (0, t))CEL(u; 0)12+C &eqL(u)&(K ; (0, t)) .
(3.9)
Using the above estimates, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let u be a solution of (2.3) or (1.2) on an interval I=(S, T )
with EL(u; S)E< and &u&(X; I)=’. Let v be the solution of the free
equation with the same initial data as u at t=S. There exists a constant
’0(E) # (0, 1) such that if ’’0(E) we have
&u&v&(K; I )+&u&v&(X; I )<’,
(3.10)
&v&(X; I )<2’, &u&(K; I )C(E).
Proof. By (3.9) and (3.2), we have
&u&v&(K; I )+&u&v&(X; I )C & f (u)&(K ; I )
C &u&(K; I ) &u& p&1(X; I )
C’ p&1 &u&(K; I ) . (3.11)
Now we set ’0 so small that C’ p&10 <12. Then we have
&u&(K; I )2 &v&(K; I )C(E), (3.12)
where the last inequality follows from the Strichartz estimate. Thus, from
(3.11), we have
&u&v&(K; I )+&u&v&(X; I )C(E) ’ p&1. (3.13)
Setting ’0 so small that C(E) ’ p&20 <1, we obtain the desired estimate. K
4. DISTRIBUTION OF ST-NORMS
In this section we prove the following lemma, which relates the time-
distribution of the ST-norm with the space-time distribution. The lemma is
merely a reproduction of [12, Lemma 3.1] in the present context, and the
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idea is essentially due to [3]. Since (2.3) and (1.2) are H1-subcritical, the
situation is much simpler than those in [3, 12].
Lemma 4.1. Let u satisfy (2.3) or (1.2) on an interval I with EN(u)E
<. Suppose that &u&(X; I )=’ # (0, ’0(E)] (’0 is given by Lemma 3.1). Let
s1. Then, there exist a subinterval J/I, R>0 and c # Rn satisfying |J |
C(E, ’), RC(E, ’) and
|
|x&c| <R
min( |u(t)|, |u(t)| s) dxC(E, ’, s), (4.1)
for any t # J.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and (3.4), we have
’=&u&(X)C &u&\q(K) &u&
1&\q
(B) C(E) &u&
1&\q
(B) , (4.2)
so that we have some T # I, c # Rn and j # N _ [0] such that
|2&_j.j V u(T, c)|C(E, ’). (4.3)
On the other hand, by (3.1), we have
|2&_j.j V u(T, c)|2&_jC(E), (4.4)
so that we have jC(E, ’). By the Sobolev embedding and Ho lder’s
inequality, we have
’=&u&(X; I )C(E) |I |1q, (4.5)
so that we have |I |C(E, ’). From the equation and the Sobolev embedd-
ing, we have
&.j V (u(t)&u(T ))&LC( j) &u(t)&u(T )&H&1C(E, ’) |t&T |. (4.6)
Thus, we have some interval J/I such that |J |C(E, ’) and we have
(4.3) for any T # J (of course, the constant C should be changed). Denote
8 :={0&&10
if j1,
if j=0.
(4.7)
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Then we have for any t # J,
C(E, ’)|.j V u(t, c)|= } | 2 jn8(2 jy) u(t, c& y) dy }
2 jn &8&L &u(t)&L1 ( |x&c|<R)+2 jn2 &8&L2 ( |x| >2 j R) &u(t)&L2
C(E, ’)[&u(t)&L1 ( |x&c|<R)+&8&L2 ( |x|>2 jR)]. (4.8)
Since 8 # S, we can make &8&L2( |x|>2 jR) arbitrarily small if we take R
sufficiently large. Thus we obtain some RC(E, ’) such that for any t # J,
we have
&u(t)&L1 ( |x&c|<R)C(E, ’). (4.9)
Denote
A :=|
|x&c| <R
|u| 1
|u| s dx, B :=|
|x&c|<R
|u|>1
|u| dx. (4.10)
Then, from (4.9) we have for t # J,
C(E, ’)B+|
|x&c|<R
|u|1
|u| dx
B+C(R) A1sC(E, ’)[A+B+(A+B)1s], (4.11)
so that we obtain the desired estimate:
A+BC(E, ’, s). K (4.12)
5. MORAWETZ-TYPE ESTIMATES
In this section, we derive certain variants of the Morawetz estimates with
space-time weights. Such an estimate for NLKG was derived for n3 in
[11, Proposition 4.4]. Here we are concerned only with the asymptotic
behaviour of the solutions for large time. The estimate (5.3) for NLS is a
new estimate, which might be useful also for n3.
Lemma 5.1. Let u be a global solution of NLKG (2.3) with EN(u)=
E<. In the case n=2, we have
| |
R1+2
|u| |2
(t) +|x|
+
(t) 2 G(u)
(t) 3+|x| 3
dx dtC(E), (5.1)
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where u| is the projection of (u* , {u) to the tangent space of the hyperboloid
t2&|x|2=constant. In the case n=1, we have
| |
R1+1
min( |u|2, G(u))
(t) log( |t|+2) log(max(r&t, 2))
dx dtC(E). (5.2)
Lemma 5.2. Let u be a global solution of NLS (1.2) with EN(u)=
E<. Then we have
| |
R1+n
|2t {u+ixu| 2
(t) 3+|x|3
+
(t)2 G(u)
(t) 3+|x|3
dx dtC(E). (5.3)
For the proof of the above estimates, we introduce several notations.
r=|x|, %=
x
r
, *=- t2+r2, 3=
(&t, x)
*
,
ur=% } {u, u%={u&%ur ,
(5.4)
lK (u)=
1
2
[&|u* |2+|{u| 2+|u|2+F(u)],
lS(u)=
1
2
[R(iu* u )+|{u| 2+F(u)].
Proof of Lemma 5.1. It suffices to prove the estimate for C2 solutions
and on the interval (2, ). We have the following identity (see [11, Proof
of Lemma 4.2 (4.4)]):
R[(gu+u+ f (u)) mh ]= :
n
:=0
:R \&mh :u+lK (u) 3:+|u|
2
2
:g+
+
|u| |2
*
+
|u|2
2
gg+G(u) g, (5.5)
where (0 , 1 , ..., n)=(&
0, 1, ..., n)=(t , {) and
g=
n&1
2*
+
t2&r2
2*3
, mh=3 } (u* , {u)+ug,
(5.6)
gg=
(n&3)(n+3)
2*3
+3(n&1)
t2&r2
*5
+15
(t2&r2)2
2*7
.
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Since g is smooth for t>0, we can integrate (5.5) over (2, T )_Rn for
T>2, and by the divergence theorem we obtain
_|R n&Ru* mh +lK (u)
t
*
+
|u| 2
2
g* dx&
t=T
t=2
=|
T
2
|
R n
|u| |2
*
+
|u|2
2
gg+G(u) g dx dt. (5.7)
The left hand side is bounded by the energy, and
} |
T
2
|
R n
|u| 2
2
gg dx dt }C |
T
2
|
Rn
|u| 2
t3
dx dt (5.8)
is also bounded by the energy. In the case n2, the remaining terms in the
right hand side of (5.7) are nonnegative. So we obtain the desired result in
the case n=2. In the case n=1, we have g0 only if r|t|. So we
integrate (5.5) over the region [(t, x) | 2<t<T, r<t]. Then we have by
the divergence theorem,
_|r<t&Ru* mh +lK (u)
t
*
+
|u| 2
2
g* dx&
t=T
t=2
=|
T
2
|
r<t
|u| |2
*
+
|u|2
2
gg+G(u) g dx dt
+R |
2<r=t<T
&mh (u* +ur)+- 2 lK (u) dx. (5.9)
By the energy estimate on the surface of the light cone, the last term of
(5.9) is estimated as
} } } =
- 2
2 |2<r=t<T |u% |
2+|u| 2+F(u) dx

- 2
2 |2<r=t<T |%u* +{u|
2+|u| 2+F(u) dxC(E). (5.10)
So, as in the case n=2, we obtain
|

2
|
r<t
|u| |2
*
+G(u) g dx dtC(E). (5.11)
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By the energy estimate on the surface of the light cones, we have
|
R
|u(r+t, x)|2 dxC(E), (5.12)
for any t # R. Now we integrate (5.12) multiplied with
w(t) :=
1
|t|12 (t) 12 (log( |t|+2))32
(5.13)
over R. Since w(t) is integrable, we obtain
||
R1+1
|u|2 w(t&r) dx dtC(E). (5.14)
From (5.11) and (5.14), we obtain
||
t>2
min( |u|2, G(u)) max(g~ , w(t&r)) dx dtC(E), (5.15)
where we denote
g~ (t, x) :={g(t, x),0,
if r<t,
if rt.
(5.16)
Since for r<t we have
max(g~ , w(t&r))| g|13 [w(t&r)]23
=
(t+r)13
213*(t&r) 13 (log( |t&r|+2))

C
t log(t+2) \
t
(t)+
13
, (5.17)
we obtain the desired result from (5.15). K
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We will use the following new multiplier:
mp :=2
r
*
ur+\n&1&it* +
t2
*3+ u. (5.18)
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We have the following identity for a general multiplier m=a } {u+ gu with
a: R1+n  Rn and g: R1+n  C (cf. [14, Theorem 2.2]).
R[(iu* &2u+ f (u)) m ]=
t
2
I[a } u {u+|u|2 g]
+{ } R {&{um +alS(u)+|u|
2
2
{g=
+ :
n
i, j=1
 iu iaj j u+G(u) Rg
+
|u|2
2
R(ig* &2g)+(2 {Ig&a* ) }
1
2
I(u {u)
+(2Rg&{ } a) lS(u). (5.19)
Now let m=mp . Then the last term in (5.19) vanishes, and we have
:
n
i, j=1
iu iaj j u+
|u| 2
2
R(ig* )+(2 {Ig&a* ) }
1
2
I({uu )
=
2t2
*3
|{u|2+
2r2
*3
|u% |2+
r2
2*3
|u|2+2
xt
*3
I({uu ) (5.20)
=
|2t {u+ixu|2
2*3
+
2r2
*3
|u% |2,
&R 2g=
(n&1)(n&3)
*3
+
6(n&3) t2
*5
+
15t4
*7
, (5.21)
so that |R 2g|<C*3. Thus we obtain
R[(iu* &2u+ f (u)) mp ]
t {r* I(u ur)&
|u|2 t
2* =
+{ } R {&{ump +2x* lS(u)&|u|2 \
(n&1) x
2*3
+
3xt2
2*5 +=
+
|2t {u+ixu|2
2*3
+G(u) \n&1* +
t2
*3+
+
2r2
*3
|u% |2&C
|u|2
*3
. (5.22)
Integrating this inequality over (1, )_Rn, we obtain the desired result as
in the proof of Lemma 5.1. K
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As was shown in [11, 12], &ur&L2 is an important quantity to control
the energy when n3. Although we cannot have ur # L2(Rn) for n2, we
still have the following decay estimate for &u(x)&L2 .
Lemma 5.3. Let u be a global solution of (2.3) or (1.2) with EN(u)=
E<. Then we have
|
R {|Rn
|u|2
(x) 2
dx=
( p+1)2 dt
(t)
C(E). (5.23)
Proof. By Ho lder’s inequality, we have
|
|u|2
(x) 2
dx\| |u| p+1 dx+
2( p+1)
\| (x) &2( p+1)( p&1) dx+
1&2( p+1)
. (5.24)
Since n2, the second integral term in the right hand side is finite. From
(5.1), (5.11) or (5.3), we have
|
R {|r<|t|2
|u| 2
(x) 2
dx=
( p+1)2 dt
(t)
C ||
r<|t|2
|u| p+1
(t)
dx dt
C ||
r<|t|2
G(u)
(t)
dx dt
C(E), (5.25)
and
|
R {|r>|t|2
|u|2
(x) 2
dx=
( p+1)2 dt
(t)
|
R
C(E)
(t) 2+ p
dtC(E). (5.26)
Thus we obtain the desired result. K
6. WEIGHTED GLOBAL ESTIMATE FOR ST-NORMS
In this section we will prove the following lemma, which is a reproduc-
tion of [12, Lemma 5.2] for the present subject, but the situation is simpler
because of the subcriticality. There is a similar argument in [2]. Here
we use the generalized Morawetz estimates and the finite propagation
property. We do not have the finite propagation property for NLS in the
strict sense as in NLKG, but we have certain approximate finiteness of
propagation (Lemma 6.2 below).
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Lemma 6.1. Let u be a global solution of (2.3) or (1.2) with EN(u)=
E<. Let 0=T0<T1< } } } , Ij=(Tj&1 , T j), 0<’’0(E) (’0 is as in
Lemma 3.1) and ’2&u&(X; Ij)’ for any j. Let S be the totality of the
indices j, which may be finite or infinite. Then, there exists t j # Ij for each
j # S such that
:
j # S
1
(t j+1) log(t j+2)
C(E, ’). (6.1)
Lemma 6.2. Let u be a global solution of NLS (1.2) with EN(u)=
E<. Let B be a compact subset of Rn. Then, for any R>0 and T>0, we
have
|
B(R)
|u(T, x)|2 dx|
B
|u(0, x)| 2 dx&C(E) TR, (6.2)
where B(R) :=[x # Rn | _y # B s.t. |x& y|R].
Proof. Define
d(x) := inf
y # B
|x& y|. (6.3)
Then, x # B(R) if and only if d(x)R, and we have |{d(x)|1. We define
/(x)=h(1&d(x)R). (6.4)
Then we have
/(x)={1,0,
x # B,
x # Rn"B(R),
(6.5)
and |{/|CR. By the equation (1.2), we have
t &/u&2L 2x=2R(/u, /(&i 2u+if (u)))
=4I(/({/) u, {u)&
C
R
E, (6.6)
where ( } , } ) denotes the inner-product in L2(Rn). From this we obtain the
desired result. K
Proof of Lemma 6.1. By Lemma 4.1, for each j # S, there exist Jj /I j ,
cj # Rn and R>0 such that |Jj |C(E, ’), RC(E, ’) and
|
|x&cj |<R
min( |u| 2, G(u(t))) dxC(E, ’), (6.7)
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for any t # Jj . Let tj=inf Jj . Now, in order to use the finite propagation
property, we consider the following proposition for j, k # S:
|cj&ck |M |tj&tk |+2R, (6.8)
|cj&ck |>M |tj&tk |+2R, (6.9)
where M=1 in the NLKG case, while in the NLS case M=M(E, ’)
should be taken so large that C1 2C2 M, where C2=C2(E) is the
constant in (6.2) and C1=C1(E, ’) is the constant in (6.7). Let p1 :=1, and
define pa+1 for a=1, 2, ..., inductively as the minimal k # S satisfying (6.9)
for j= p1 , ..., pa . Denote P=[ p1 , p2 , ...]. For j # P, denote Aj :=[k # S | k j
and (6.8) holds]. By the definition of P, we have S=j # P A j . Using the
generalized Morawetz estimates (Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2) and (6.7), we have
*PC(E, ’)
 :
j # P
||
|x&cj | M |t&tj | +3R
min( |u|2, G(u))
C(M, R)( |t&t j |+1) log( |t&tj |+2)
dx dt
 :
j # P
:
k # Aj
|
Jk
C(E, ’)
(t+1) log(t+2)
dt
 :
k # S
C(E, ’)
(tk+1) log(tk+2)
. (6.10)
So, the desired result follows if we can estimate as *PC(E, ’). Let k # P
and Pk=[ j # P | jk]. In the NLKG case, by the finite propagation
property and the definition of P, we have
E|
j # P B(cj, R+|tj&tk| )
eN(u; tk) dx
 :
j # Pk
|
B(cj , R)
eN(u; t j) dx*PkC(E, ’), (6.11)
where B(c, r)=[x # Rn | |x&c|<r]. So *P is bounded. In the NLS case,
using Lemma 6.2 step by step, we obtain
E|
j # P B(cj , R+M |tj&tk | )
|u(tk)| 2 dx
 :
j # Pk
|
B(cj , R)
|u(tj)|2 dx&*PkC2M*PkC1 2, (6.12)
so that *P is bounded. K
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7. SPACE-TIME LOCALIZED ENERGY
In this section, we show that if the ST-norm is sufficiently large, there
exists a very long interval with small ST-norm, in which somewhere a
certain amount of energy is localized. The length of the interval is much
larger than the spatial extent of the localized energy, and the quantity of
the ST-norm is smaller than that of the localized energy.
Lemma 7.1. Let u be a global solution of (2.3) or (1.2) with EN(u)=E
<. Let &, =>0 and M<. There exists &1=&1(E)>0, N=N(E, &, M, =)
< with the following properties. If &&1 and &u&(X; I )>N on some inter-
val I, then there exist (S, T )/I, c # Rn and R # (1, ) such that |T&S|>
MR and that for t=S or t=T we have
&u&2(X; (S, T ))+&u&
2
(K; (S, T ))&
2|
|x&c| <R
eN(u; t) dx,
(7.1)
" u(t)(x&c) "L2 <=.
Proof. We divide I into subintervals Ij=(Tj&1 , Tj) such that ’2
&u&(X; Ij )’ :=’0(E)2 for any j. By Lemma 4.1, for any j, there exist tj # Ij ,
R$<C(E) and cj # Rn such that
|
|x&cj |<R$
|u(t j)|2 dx>C1(E). (7.2)
We may assume R$1. Now we set &1(E) :=- C1(E)2. By the finite
propagation property for NLKG and by Lemma 6.2 for NLS, there exists
1*<C(E) such that for any t we have
|
|x&cj | <R$+* |t&tj |
eN(u; t) dx>&2. (7.3)
Now for each j, we divide Ij into subintervals J jk with k # Pj /Z, such that
J jk=(S
j
k&1 , S
j
k), S
j
0=tj , &u&(X; J jk)+&u&(K; J jk )& and *P j<C(E, &). By
Lemma 5.3, we have some L<C(E, =) such that we have some T jk #
(S jk&1 , S
j
k&1+L(S
j
k&1&t j) ) for k>0 and T
j
k # (S
j
k&L(S
j
k&tj) , S
j
k) for
k0 satisfying
" u(T
j
k)
(x&c j) "L2 <=. (7.4)
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Now let M$=M$(E, M, =) be a large constant satisfying
M$*&L>M*(L+1),
(7.5)
M$R$&L>M(R$+*(L+1)).
Suppose that for any k # Pj we have
{ |S
j
k&1&S
j
k |<M$(R$+*|S
j
k&1&t j | ),
|S jk&1&S
j
k |<M$(R$+*|S
j
k&tj | ),
if k>0,
if k0.
(7.6)
Then we have for any k # Pj ,
|S jk&tj |+R$(2M$*)
|k| R$. (7.7)
Then, we have
|Ij |(2M$*)C(E, &) R$<C(E, &, M, =). (7.8)
By Lemma 6.1, there exists N=N(E, &, M, =) such that if &u&(X; I )>N then
for some j (7.8) does not hold. Thus, for this j, there exists some k # Pj such
that (7.6) does not hold. Assume that k>0. Then, by (7.5), we have
S jk&T
j
k>S
j
k&S
j
k&1&L (S
j
k&1&t j)
M$(R$+* |S jk&1&tj | )&L (S
j
k&1&t j)
M(R$+*(L+1)(S jk&1&t j) )
M(R$+* |T jk&tj | ). (7.9)
Thus we obtain the desired result with t=S :=T jk , T :=S
j
k , c :=cj and
R :=R$+* |T jk&tj |. In the case k0, the argument is similar. K
8. SEPARATION OF THE LOCALIZED ENERGY
In this section, we show that we can separate the localized energy
obtained in the previous section, if its spatial extent is sufficiently small
relative to the length of the interval with the small ST-norm where the
localization occurs. Remark that the absolute size of the spatial extent of
the localized energy might be in fact very large. For brevity, we consider
only the case t=S in (7.1).
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Lemma 8.1. Let u be a global solution of (2.3) or (1.2) with EN(u)=E
<. Assume that for some &>0, =>0, c # Rn, R>1, and T>S>0, we
have
&u&2(X; (S, T ))+&u&
2
(K; (S, T ))&
2|
|x&c| <R
eN(u; S) dx, (8.1)
and
" u(S)(x&c) "L2 <=. (8.2)
We have some positive &2=&2(E) and =0==0(E, &) such that if &&2 and
==0(E, &), then there exists a solution v of the free equation satisfying
EN(u&v; T )<E&
&2
4
, (8.3)
EL(v; T )<2&2, (8.4)
&v&(X; (T, ))<C(E, &) \ R|T&S|+
:
, (8.5)
where : is a positive constant dependent only on n and p.
Proof. By the finiteness of the energy, there exists some c$ # Rn with
d :=|c&c$|<C(E, &) such that
|
|x&c$| <2
eN(u; S) dx&22. (8.6)
Let v be the solution of the free equation satisfying
v(s)=/1u(S),
(8.7)
v* (S)=/1u* (S), in the NLKG case,
where /1=h(2&|x&c$|1 ) is a cut-off function (h is given in (2.4)), and
1 # (1, R+d) should be taken such that
| /21eN(u; S) dx=&2. (8.8)
Such a choice of 1 is possible, since for 1=1 we have
| /21eN(u; s) dx|
|x&c$| <2
eN(u; S) dx&22 (8.9)
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by (8.6), and for 1=R+d we have
| /2R+deN(u; s) dx|
|x&c$| <R+d
eN(u; S) dx&2, (8.10)
by (8.1). Then we have
&{v(S)&2L2&/1 {u(S)&2L2+C(E)(a+a2), (8.11)
where
a :=&u(S) {/1&L2C " u(S)(x&c$) "L2
C(d ) " u(S)(x&c) "L2 <C(E, &) =. (8.12)
So, we have
EL(v; S)EN(v; S)| /21eN(u; S) dx+C(E, &) =
&2+C(E, &) =. (8.13)
So, taking =0(E, &) sufficiently small, we have EL(v; S)<2&2. Let w :=u&v.
In a similar way as above, we have
&{w(S)&2L2&(1&/1) {u(S)&2L2+C(E)(a+a2), (8.14)
where a is the same as in (8.12). So, taking =0==0(E, &) small again if
necessary, we have
EN(w; S)| (1&/1)2 eN(u; S) dx+C(E, &) =
| (1&/21) eN(u; S) dx+C(E, &) =0
E&&2+C(E, &) =0
E&&22. (8.15)
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In the NLKG case, by the decay property of the linear KleinGordon (see,
e.g., [9]) and the support property of v, we have,
&v(t)&B&3, 2C |t&S|
&n2 (&v(S)&B&11, 2+&v* (S)&B&21, 2)
C |t&S|&n2 EL(v)12 1 n2C \ 1|t&S|+
n2
&, (8.16)
for any t # R. We obtain the same estimate for NLS in a similar way. By
the interpolation inequalities and the Strichartz estimate, we obtain
&v&(X; (T, ))C &v&1&;Lq (T, ; B s0q, 2) &v&
;
Lq (T, ; B s1q, 2)
C&1&; &v&;#(K; (T, )) &v&
;(1&#)
L(T, ; B&3, 2 )
C&1&;+;# \ 1|T&S|+
n;(1&#)2
&;(1&#)
C(E, &) \ R+1|T&S|+
n;(1&#)2
. (8.17)
where s0=_K\q>0, #=\q, s1=_K #&3(1&#) and ; # (0, 1) should be
chosen such that (1&;) s0+;s1>0. In the NLKG case, we obtain from
the Strichartz estimate in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1,
&|&1w* & (K; (S, T ))C(E). (8.18)
Then, by the energy identity, (3.2) and the duality between |(K) and (K ),
we have
EN(w; T )=EN(w; S)+|
T
S
2R(gw+w+ f (w), w* ) dt
=EN(w; S)+|
T
S
2R( f (w)& f (u), w* ) dt
EN(w; S)+C(&w& p&1(X; I ) &w&(K; I )+&u&
p&1
(X; I) &u&(K; I )) &|
&1w* &(K; I )
EN(w; S)+C(E) & p, (8.19)
where I=(S, T ) and ( } , } ) denotes the inner-product in L2(Rn). Since p>2,
if we set &2=&2(E) sufficiently small, then we have C(E) & p<&24 in the
last member of (8.19) and we obtain the desired result. In the NLS case,
similarly we have
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EN(w; T )=EN(w; S)+|
T
S
2R(iw* &2w+ f (w), w* +iw) dt
=EN(w; S)+|
T
S
2R( f (w)& f (u), &i 2w+if (u)+iw) dt
EN(w; S)+C(&w& p&1(X; I ) &w&(K; I )+&u& p&1(X; I ) &u&(K; I ))
_(&w&(K; I )+& f (u)&L \ (I_Rn)), (8.20)
where I=(S, T ). By Ho lder’s inequality, the complex interpolation and the
Sobolev embedding, we have
& f (u)&L \ (I_R n)C &u& pL p\ (I_R n)
C &u&(K; I ) &u& p&1L (I; B0, 2 )C(E). (8.21)
So we obtain EN(w; T )EN(w; S)+C(E) & p and the desired result as in
the NLKG case. K
9. PERTURBATION ARGUMENT
In this section, we show that if we can separate the wave component
corresponding to the localized energy as in the previous section, we can
estimate the ST-norm of the solution by the ST-norm of the remaining
component, provided the separated wave component has decayed suf-
ficiently in the sense of ST-norms. The idea and the proof of the lemma
below are essentially due to [3].
Lemma 9.1. Let u be a global solution of (2.3) or (1.2) with EN(u)=E
<. Let v be a global solution of the free equation with EL(v)2E, and let
w be the global solution of the same equation as u and with the same initial
data as u&v at t=0. For any L<, there exists }=}(E, L)>0 such that
if &w&(X; (0, ))<L and &v&(X; (0, ))<}, we have &u&(X; (0, ))<C(E, L).
Proof. By (3.5), we have
&v&(Y; (0, ))C}1&2\E 2\=: }$. (9.1)
Let ’ # (0, ’0(E)). There exist 0=T0<T1< } } } <TN<TN+1= such
that
&w&(X; (Tj , Tj+1))’ and N
1q’L. (9.2)
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Then, by Lemma 3.1 and (3.5), we have
&w&(Y; (Tj , Tj+1))C(E) ’
1&2\=: ’$. (9.3)
Let 1=u&v&w. Then we have the integral equation
1(t)=1j (t)+|
t
Tj
U(t&s)( f (w)& f (1+v+w))(s) ds, (9.4)
where 1j is the solution of the free equation with the same initial data as
1 at t=Tj . By (3.7) and (3.3), we have for I=(Tj , T ) with T>Tj ,
&1&(Y; I )&1j&(Y; I )+C & f (w)& f (1+v+w)& (Y ; I )
&1j&(Y; I )+C(&1+v&(Y; I)+&w& (Y; I )) p&1 &v+1&(Y; I ) . (9.5)
Moreover, since
1j+1(t)=1j (t)+|
Tj+1
Tj
U(t&s)( f (w)& f (1+v+w))(s) ds, (9.6)
we have
&1j+1&(Y; (Tj+1, ))&1j&(Y; (Tj , ))+C(&1+v&(Y; (Tj , Tj+1))
+&w&(Y; (Tj , Tj+1)))
p&1 &v+1&(Y; (Tj , Tj+1)) . (9.7)
Denote pj :=&1j&(Y; (Tj , )) and qj (T ) :=&1&(Y; (Tj , T )) . Then qj (T ) is
continuous with respect to T and we have
p0=0, qj (Tj)=0, (9.8)
qj (T ) pj+C1(q j (T )+}$+’$) p&1 (qj (T )+}$), (9.9)
pj+1 pj+C1(q j (Tj+1)+}$+’$) p&1 (qj (Tj+1)+}$), (9.10)
where C1 is the constant in (9.5) and (9.7). Now we fix ’ so small that
C1(3’$) p&1<14, and we set } so small that we have 2N+1}$<’$. If
}$qj (T )’$, we have from (9.9),
qj (T )pj+C1(3’$) p&1 (2qj (T ))pj+
qj (T )
2
, (9.11)
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so that qj (T )<2pj . Now suppose 2pj<’$. Then, by the continuity of
qj (T ), we have qj (T )max(}$, 2pj)<’$ for any TTj+1 . Then, from
(9.10), we have
pj+1 pj+C1(3’$) p&1 (max(}$, 2pj)+}$)max(}$, 2pj). (9.12)
Thus we obtain pj2 j}$<’$2 and qj (Tj+1)<’$ for any jN. Then, by
the Sobolev embedding, we have
&u&(X; (0, ))C &u& (Y; (0, ))CN’$C(E, L). K (9.13)
10. GLOBAL SPACE-TIME INTEGRABILITY
To obtain the scattering result, it suffices to show that any finite energy
solution has a finite global space-time norm. So, the following proposition
is essentially the main result of this paper. The strategy for the proposition
is inspired by [3].
Proposition 10.1. Let u be a global solution of (2.3) or (1.2) with finite
energy EN(u)=E<. Then we have
&u&(X; R)<C(E). (10.1)
Proof. Here we use the induction argument on the size of EN(u) as in
[3, 12]. For small energy data, the desired estimate can be easily obtained
directly by the Strichartz estimate as in Lemma 3.1. So, the proof will be
finished if for any E>0 we can derive (10.1) for any solution u with
EN(u)E from the hypothesis that we have (10.1) for any solution u with
EN(u)E&$, where $=$(E)>0 satisfies that
inf
0EE$
$(E)>0, (10.2)
for any E$>0. For (10.2), it suffices that $ is a positive continuous function
of E. Now, assume the induction hypothesis with $=&24, where
&=&(E) :=min(&1(E), &2(E), - E2) is given by Lemmas 7.1 and 8.1.
Suppose that u is a solution satisfying EN(u)E and &u&(X; R)3B. We
will show that there exists some bound B0<C(E) for B (B0 depends on the
induction hypothesis). There exist T0<T1 such that &u&(X; (&, T0))>B,
&u&(X; (T0 , T1))>B and &u&(X; (T1, ))>B. By the induction hypothesis, we
have &u&(X; R)<C1(E) for any solution u with EN(u)E&$. Let } :=
}(E, C1(E)) be given by Lemma 9.1. Then, there exists M=M(E) such that
the right hand side of (8.5) becomes smaller than } if |T&S|>MR. Let
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= :==0(E, &(E)) be given by Lemma 8.1. Now we can use Lemma 7.1 on the
interval (T0 , T1) if we assume B>N(E, &(E), M(E), =(E)). Assume t=S in
(7.1). Then, by Lemma 8.1, we have a solution v of the free equation
satisfying
EL(v)<2&2<E, EN(u&v; T )<E&$, (10.3)
&v&(X; (T, ))<}. (10.4)
Now we can use the induction hypothesis on the solution w of NLKG (or
NLS) with the same initial data as u&v at t=T. Then, by Lemma 9.1, we
obtain &u&(X; (T, ))<C2(E). Since TT1 , we obtain BC2(E). In the case
t=T in (7.1), we obtain similarly that &u&(X; (&, T0))<C2(E), provided
B>N. Thus, we have &u&(X; R)B0(E) :=3 max(N, C2) for any solution u
of (2.3) with EN(u)E, under the induction hypothesis. Thus we obtain
the desired result. K
11. SCATTERING
After we obtained the global space-time integrability (Proposition 10.1),
it is easy to derive the scattering result (see, e.g., [4,8]). So, we merely state
the results.
Theorem 11.1. Let m>0, n2 and p>1+4n. Then, there exist
homeomorphisms W\ on H1L2 with the following property. For any
(., ) # H1L2, let v be the solution to
{gv+m
2v=0,
(v(0), v* (0))=(., ),
(11.1)
and let u\ be the global solution to
{gu\+m
2u\+|u\ | p&1 u\=0,
(u\(0), u* \(0))=W\(., ).
(11.2)
Then we have
lim
t  \
&(v(t), v* (t))&(u\(t), u* \(t))&H1L2=0. (11.3)
Moreover, this property uniquely determines W\ . Thus the scattering
operator S=W &1+ W& is also a homeomorphism on H
1L2.
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Theorem 11.2. Let n2 and p>1+4n. Then, there exist homeo-
morphisms W\ on H 1 with the following property. For any . # H1, let v be
the solution to
{iv* &2v=0,v(0)=., (11.4)
and let u\ be the global solution to
{iu* \&2u\+|u\ |
p&1 u\=0,
u\(0)=W\..
(11.5)
Then we have
lim
t  \
&v(t)&u\(t)&H 1=0. (11.6)
Moreover, this property uniquely determines W\ . Thus the scattering
operator S=W &1+ W& is also a homeomorphism on H
1.
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